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ABSTRACT 
 
The conceptual site model (CSM) is viewed as a living representation of a site’s “state 
of knowledge” that embodies both known and hypothesized information.  This state of 
knowledge constantly evolves as multidisciplinary information is streamlined and 
processed throughout different stages of the project lifecycle.  Statistical, geostatistical, 
and numeric methods are used throughout the project lifecycle to process meaningful 
information from data to answer the $64,000 questions surrounding the successful 
implementation of a groundwater monitoring and corrective action program.  Some of 
these questions include: How to determine the number, spacing, and depth of a 
monitoring system? How to define background?  How to identify and reduce key data 
gaps, uncertainties, and risks? How to defensibly implement a corrective action 
program? How to select a remedy then assess its effectiveness? 
 
Tackling the $64,000 questions requires the right type, quantity and quality of data and 
knowing how to leverage data processing methods to generate legally defensible 
information from this data.  This presentation will review the “nuts and bolts” of the 
project CSM as it relates to: assessing key data gaps and uncertainty for installing a 
groundwater monitoring system; leveraging the CSM to meet 90-day implementation 
periods; outlining decision criteria for selecting statistical, geostatistical, and/or numeric 
data processing methods; conceptualizing the nature and extent of impact and site 
characteristics controlling the fate and transport of impacted groundwater; assessing 
cumulative risks, potential alternative sources, and a remedy; evaluating the 
effectiveness of a chosen remedy; and successfully communicating site-specific 
information to stakeholders and regulators.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 
On October 19, 2015, the USEPA put forth the Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals 
(CCRs) for Electric Utilities final rule (Rule) issued under Subtitle D of the Recovery and 
Conservation Act (RCRA).   The purpose of the Rule is to determine “which solid waste 
disposal facilities and solid waste management practices do not pose a reasonable 
probability of adverse effects on health or the environment”.1  This paper specifically 
focuses the Groundwater Monitoring and Corrective Action (40 CFR §§ 257.90 – 
257.98) subsections of the Rule. 

The CCR Conceptual Site Model (CSM) is adapted from the USEPA’s document titled 
Environmental Cleanup Best Management Practices:  Effective Use of the Project 
Lifecycle Conceptual Site Model.2 The reader is encouraged to review this document to 
learn more about the CSM and its utility. 
 
If leveraged properly, there are several “value added” incentives for implementing the 
CCR CSM.  First, the CCR CSM can serve as a project’s primary planning and decision 
making tool to maximize resource efficiency, optimize technical effectiveness, 
streamline implementation and minimize cost throughout the life of the project. Second, 
the CCR CSM can help identify and manage site compliance, uncertainty, and risk.  
From these perspectives, the CCR CSM is more than just a visual or software tool, but 
a strategic project execution tool. 
 

 
 
 Below is a general introduction to the project lifecycle CSM, specifically highlighting the 
“value added” components listed above.  The CSM is then broken down into stages as 
they relate to the CCR Groundwater Monitoring and Corrective Action, including 
relevant questions and proposed methods/approaches for developing answers to these 
questions.   

THE CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL  
 
The CSM embodies an interdisciplinary ‘living representation’ of a project’s state of 
knowledge that summarizes both known and hypothesized project information.2  These 
types of information can take form through data renderings, reports, and tables in both 
electronic and hard copy form.  As a project completes its lifecycle, the CSM will follow 
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a linear overall trajectory as data and information are generated, updated, processed 
and assimilated in an iterative stepwise progression (Figure 1).  This linear evolution will 
be project specific.  For example, some project CSMs will maintain a site 
characterization stage (e.g. detection monitoring) while others will shift focus and 
progress toward a remediation/mitigation stage (e.g. implementing corrective actions).    
 
The CSM consists of multiple progressive stages where each represents a different 
“state of knowledge”; these stages will be discussed in detail in following Sections.  In 
general, the initial stages of a project lifecycle are oftentimes data rich until enough data 
are sampled to facilitate meaningful data processing or analysis that will, in turn, 
generate meaningful information.  CSM refinement requires processing both old and 
new data into meaningful information then re-assimilating this information back into the 
CSM until enough information is generated to ensure a project’s “state of knowledge” is 
a true representation of a site’s current state.   

 
Data-driven processing methods, such as statistics, geostatistics (i.e. statistic performed 
in space and/or time), and numeric modeling, are implemented to process and 
communicate more complex and quantitative information from sampled data.  The more 
rigorous data processing, the higher the level of decision making in terms of CCR Rule 
compliance, uncertainty, risk and cost.  It is important to understand that these 
processing methods are data-driven, meaning the quality and adequacy of data feeding 
into these processing methods drive the quality and adequacy of information outputs.  

Figure 1:  The project lifecycle conceptual site model.  The model progresses 
through different Stages depending on project need, level of data processing and 
degree of data and information assimilation. 



These outputs, in turn, drive defensible project decision making.  With this said, it is very 
important to sample the right type, quantity and quality of data and select the 
appropriate data processing methods to generate project information.   
 
The purpose of this paper is to help the reader leverage the project lifecycle CSM as a 
project planning tool to: 
 

 know how to ask the right questions (Figure 2), 
 know how to collect the right type, quantity and quality of data, 
 know how to process defensible information from sample data, and 
 know how to assimilate this information into the CSM to make defensible project 

decisions. 

A good project CSM constitutes both technical and non-technical components (Figure 
3).   Figure 3 outlines non-technical components that are critical for successful CSM 
development and project execution.  A few of these components are discussed below.   

Figure 2:  Each CSM stage requires different questions.  These questions are 
comprehensive and carry through the project lifecycle such that questions and 
considerations in beginning CSM stages will impact later CSM stages.  Understanding 
these questions prior to project implementation can better streamline project execution 
and ensure resource efficiency and technical effectiveness.   



 
 

1)  Information Management: 
 

One of the most overlooked components to sound project execution and decision 
making is Information Management (IM).  In a most basic sense, IM is a 
multidisciplinary “blueprint” outlining data flow, needs and procedures, including which 
project Team members need what data, why and when throughout the project lifecycle.  
For example, a project statistician will reference hydrogeologic, well construction, and 
constituent data to assess CCR groundwater compliance.  A hydrogeologist might later 
generate a fate and transport model to facilitate corrective action decision making. Both 
project Team members will work synergistically requiring collaborative data inputs for 
data processing and decision making.  In this sense, an IM Plan can better streamline 
collaborative efforts between multidisciplinary team members to reduce data evaluation 
redundancy while standardizing data analysis inputs and maximizing project decision 
thoroughness and execution.   

Figure 3:  Technical and non-technical CSM components.  The internal components 
represent the building blocks for a defensible CSM.  The external arrow reflects the 
process for building a defensible CSM. 



 In general, a good IM Plan should 
encompass three basic mechanisms:  
1) a tactical explanation for different 
“data processing” components; 2) 
“data warehousing” instructions, 
including data organizational flow 
charts, record handling procedures, 
metadata, quality assurance 
measures, database governance, 
among others; and 3) higher level 
project operation components, 
including project objectives, scope, 
cost, liabilities/risks and 
assumptions.   
 
A sound IM Plan will significantly 
reduce a project’s costs by reducing 
overall project rework and better streamline data and information within a dynamic and 
multidisciplinary project team.   A sound IM Plan also enhances overall data and 
information quality by reducing error, which concurrently mitigates overall project risk 
and liability.   
 

2)  Consensus Building:   

Project teams are diverse consisting of geologists, engineers, statisticians, 
geochemists, hydrogeologists, stakeholders, and regulators.  Each member has their 
own perception and understanding when it comes to CSM interpretation and project 
execution.  The CCR CSM can serve as a common denominator helping standardize 
perceptions, language and understanding within a multidisciplinary project team.  This is 
critical for consensus building, effective project communication, and regulatory buyoff.   
 

3) Systematic Planning & Dynamic Work Strategies 

Systematic planning and dynamic work strategies are tactical approaches that leverage 
the CSM for time effective decision making.  This is critical as many programs and 
measures outlined by the Rule must occur within a 90-day implementation period.  If 
used effectively, per outlined below, the early stages of the CSM will maintain a current 
“state of knowledge” that can facilitate real-time project decisions as they relate to 
identifying critical data gaps, foreseeing risks and uncertainty, and selecting probable 
remedial technologies and designs well within 90 days.    

 
CCR CSM STAGES 
 
There are six basic stages to the CSM lifecycle.2 The five stages below are relevant for 
Groundwater Monitoring and Corrective Action (§§ 257.90 –257.98).    
  

Figure 4:  An IM Plan encompasses a project’s 
data and informational components, including 
data warehousing and data processing.   



Baseline CCR CSM Stage 
 
The Baseline stage is critical for determining if the groundwater monitoring system(s) 
meet the performance standards set forth in 40 CFR  § 257.91(b)(1) and § 257.91(b)(2).  
Therefore, a relevant question to ask at this stage might be:  
 
Is there enough pre-existing information to determine an adequate number and 
placement of background well(s) and downgradient well(s) and their respective 
screened interval depth(s)?   
 
To adequately answer this question, the following general information will be helpful: 
 

 Hydrogeologic setting 
 Engineering design of CCR Unit(s) 
 Climate 
 Site history 
 Topographic setting 

 
For new groundwater monitoring systems a site reconnaissance investigation effort is 
oftentimes necessary.  It is possible to resource municipal (geo)databases to obtain a 
baseline understanding of site settings, including but not limited to, daily precipitation, 
topography, current and historic aerial imagery, surface hydrology, geology, roadways 
and other related information.  Site owners should also have information detailed in 
records and reports regarding site history, site activity, engineering designs, and 
ongoing site operation and maintenance that are also relevant.  In this case, the 
baseline stage will be conceptually driven, or qualitative, and set the foundation for 
planning site reconnaissance efforts that will generate more site-specific data necessary 
to install a defensible groundwater monitoring system.   
 
Proximal sampling technologies (e.g. geophysics and LiDAR), in addition to direct 
sampling (e.g. borehole), might be appropriate to complete a site reconnaissance.  A 
site reconnaissance will help determine a baseline understanding of subsurface 
variability, or heterogeneity, as it relates to site-specific hydrogeologic parameters (e.g. 
aquifer thickness and time-dependent groundwater flow rate(s) and direction(s)), site 
geology, and saturated and unsaturated material properties (porosity, effective porosity, 
lithology, etc.).  Adequate characterization of these properties and processes can guide 
decision making for background and downgradient well placement and distinguishing 
the uppermost water bearing unit.       

 
The following data processing method(s) can assist in determining if the groundwater 
monitoring system(s) meet the performance standards set forth in 40 CFR  § 
257.91(b)(1) and § 257.91(b)(2) using site reconnaissance data: 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
A geostatistician and/or statistician can provide consultation regarding method selection 
and appropriateness, including methods not listed above. 
 
The baseline CSM will be more advanced for sites having existing or legacy 
groundwater monitoring programs.  Data detailing site lithology, stratigraphy, structural 
geology, hydrogeology and well construction are likely available.  Depending on how 
long the monitoring program has been in place, there might also be legacy groundwater 
quality data. In this case, it might be possible to pursue more advanced data processing 
to assess for data gaps and uncertainty related to background and downgradient well 
designations and distinguishing the uppermost water bearing unit (Figure 6).   
 

 
Figure 5:   An example of spatial data integration.  This figure includes interpolated site 
lithology (collected from boring log information) and well construction information.  In 
this case, the baseline CSM would support well selection for CCR monitoring 
compliance and help identify potential data gaps. 

Because sites with legacy data facilitate more advanced data processing they typically 
segue into the Characterization Stage of the CSM much quicker.   

Developing 
Answers Using 
Legacy & Site 

Reconaissance 
Data  

• Interpolation - interpolate groundwater elevation (2D) and 
lithology (2D or 3D) to determine well placement and 
depth.  Geophysical and other remote data can suffice as 
proximal data, where necessary.  See Figure 5.

• Spatial data integration - integrate site topography, 
geology, hydrology, CCR operational and maintenance 
infrastructures, aerial imagery, and other relevant spatial 
data into a geographic information system to help 
determine if a multi-unit or single unit monitoring well 
network is adequate.  See Figure 5.



 
Characterization CCR CSM Stage 
 
The characterization stage is critical to determine if an existing groundwater monitoring 
system meets the criteria set forth in 40 CFR § 257.94 (detection monitoring program) 
and 40 CFR § 257.95 (assessment monitoring program).  Therefore, a relevant question 
to ask at this stage might be:  
 
Is the groundwater monitoring system collecting the right type, quantity and quality of 
data to adequately and defensibly determine CCR Unit groundwater compliance? 
 
The goal for the Characterization stage is to determine if the groundwater monitoring 
system is sampling adequate data to defensibly characterize groundwater 
characteristics.  The adequacy of this data will establish the bottom line defensibility for 
assessing CCR Unit groundwater compliance using statistical methods set forth in 40 
CFR § 257.93.  If data are not adequate, then the project will likely need to resort back 
to the Baseline CSM stage to resolve any observed data gaps and to achieve 
acceptable levels of uncertainty.  Uncertainty derives from the monitoring systems 
ability to capture site heterogeneity, or site subsurface complexity. Due to subsurface 
characteristics like preferential flow networks, interbedded lithologies, and cyclic 
changes in groundwater elevation, for example, it can be challenging to adequately 
sample and characterize a site.  We can use forthcoming data processing methods to 
characterize and quantify this uncertainty and guide decision making that can improve 
the overall adequacy and performance of the groundwater monitoring system.      
 
It is almost impossible to determine if the groundwater monitoring system is adequately 
sampling groundwater characteristics without first exploring the sample data.  
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is an iterative diagnostic data processing step to 
assess the groundwater monitoring system’s ability to collect the right quantity, quality, 
and type of data to adequately perform the statistical analyses set forth in 40 CFR § 
257.93.   
 
A minimum of four sampling rounds are considered sufficient to initiate EDA.  Initial EDA 
meet the following objectives: 
 

 Determine if the groundwater monitoring network meet performance standards 
set forth in 40 CFR § 257.91(b) (1) and 40 CFR § 257.91(b) (2).  

 Identify and resolve any anomalous or impactful data quality issues in a timely 
manner. 

 
The following data processing method(s) can help determine if the groundwater 
monitoring system(s) meet the performance standards set forth in 40 CFR  § 
257.91(b)(1) and § 257.91(b)(2): 



 
A geostatistician and/or statistician can 
provide consultation regarding method 
selection and appropriateness, including 
methods not listed above. 
 
Time series plots are convenient for 
screening for anthropogenic data 
discrepancies and data quality issues.  
Site operation and maintenance or 
malfunctioning sampling devices can be 
a cause.   These occurrences do not 
necessarily reflect natural variations in 
groundwater characteristics and must be 
accounted for to determine CCR Rule 
compliance.  
 

Developing 
Answers Using  
EDA

(minimum 4 
sampling rounds)

• Interpolation - interpolate groundwater elevation for 
multiple dates to detect seasonal, or transient, flow rates 
and directions.

• Time series plotting - plot data over time to assess for 
preliminary trends and potential anomalies.  See Figures 
6 and 7.

• Basic statistics - calculate mean, maximum, minimum, 
and average; compare with background to screen the 
potential for CCR Unit communication with groundwater.  
See Figure 8.

• Sample counts – wells with low sample counts might be 
dry and produce inadequate data for monitoring.

• Coefficients of variation – if the coefficient of variation 
is relatively high, it might be possible that a well is 
sampling anomalous data due to recent well completion 
or sampling discrepancies (e.g. well purging protocols).   
A data gap might exist if questionable data prove 
inadequate for use. 

• Power analysis - assess sample number adequacy 
within acceptable stated error  (reference §257.93(g)(2)).

Figure 6:  Time series plot reflecting a jump 
in groundwater elevation measurements due 
to a change in sampling technologies. 



 A minimum of eight sampling rounds 
are necessary to meet the sampling 
and analysis requirements for 
detection monitoring (40 CFR § 
257.94).   In addition to the above 
objectives, EDA services two 
additional objectives with the onset of 
detection monitoring: 
 

 Evaluate if sample data meet 
the statistical inferences and 
criteria required to establish 
background concentrations and 
perform statistical comparisons 
(40 CFR § 257.93). 

 Ensure the correct statistical method will be selected for determining background 
concentrations and performing statistical comparisons (40 CFR § 257.93). 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Following are a few data processing methods applicable for detection monitoring EDA: 

Figure 7:  Time series plot suggesting initial 
sample might be representative of well 
completion rather than in situ conditions.  

Figure 8:  Basic statistics, including histograms, for a downgradient well 
(left) and upgradient well (right).  Constituent concentrations are listed 
on the horizontal axis and sample counts are listed on the vertical axis.  
The lack of samples for the background well indicate a data gap.   



 
 
The EDA process will occur iteratively for each monitoring cycle.  A geostatistician 
and/or statistician can provide consultation for method selection and appropriateness, 
including methods not listed above.   

Developing 
Answers Using 
EDA

• Time series plotting - plot data over time to assess for 
temporal trends and potential anomalies.  If necessary, 
detrend time series prior to performing statistical 
comparisons.

• Spatiotemporal modeling - interpolate constituent 
concentrations in space with time to assess changes in 
concentration and spatial distribution characteristics.  
See Figure 9.

• Variogram modeling - If autocorrelated variance 
dominates, remove the autocorrelated variance prior to 
performing statistical comparisons.  See Figure 10.

• Histograms, box plots, QQ plots - visually assess data 
distribution characteristics, modality, and outliers.  

• Goodness of fit testing - determine if sample data fit 
an identified distributions with specified significance (p < 
0.05).  Perform parametric testing if distribution is 
identified.

• Outlier testing - test for significant outliers using 
parametric or nonparametric methods.  Reference CSM, 
data validation reports, and sampling records to 
determine if outlier is valid and should be removed.

• Identify and quantify uncertainty - map uncertainty in 
interpolated groundwater elevation, lithology, and /or 
constituent concentrations.  This method will localize 
areas of high uncertainty in the groundwater monitoring 
network.  See Figure 13.



 
The project Team should update the CCR 
CSM after each EDA completion.   For 
example, spatial and temporal trends in 
groundwater elevation and constituent 
concentrations can lend deeper insight into 
the subsurface heterogeneity as it relates to 
groundwater properties and processes.  
Project team members should reach 
consensus whether to include or exclude 
potential data outliers.  Outliers might 
indicate data quality issues or potential data 
gaps such that they provide a “snapshot” of 
hydrogeological properties or processes 
not adequately sampled by the current 
groundwater monitoring network.   If 
additional wells are installed, per guided 
by uncertainty mapping, subsequent 
uncertainty analysis can quantify overall 
reduction in uncertainty and if there is 
further need for expanding 
the monitoring well 
network, particularly if it is 
necessary to identify nature 
and extent of groundwater 
impact.  
 
Statistical comparison 
testing follows each round 
of EDA to determine if 
there is a statistically 
significant increase over 
background constituent 
concentrations.  The CCR 
Rule outlines several 
statistical methods for 
comparing Appendix III and 
Appendix IV constituent 
concentrations in 
downgradient wells to 
background wells. Figure 12 
illustrates the different 
statistical procedures 
available under the Rule.  
Statistical inferences, 
assumptions, performance 

Figure 9:  Spatiotemporal modeling can 
help understand if a groundwater system 
is time stable (e.g. steady state) or time 
instable (e.g. transient).  This information 
can inform numeric modeling parameter 
input for later CSM stage(s). 

Figure 10:  An example of a variogram model.  The 
green dots represent the raw data and the red line 
represents a fitted model.  The variogram model can 
help determine the amount of autocorrelation in the 
sample data.  It can also help optimize sampling 
frequencies to reduce information redundancy in the 
monitoring program.   



criteria, objectives, execution and outputs are unique for each method; the groundwater 
sampling and analysis plan should capture this information for the statistical procedure 
chosen for a program (40 CFR § 257.90(b)(ii)).   
 

Figure 11:  EDA is necessary for all statistical comparison tests and will help the 
statistician decide if data preprocessing (e.g. data detrending, outlier removal, etc.) is 
necessary prior to performing statistical comparison testing.   
 
If the detection monitoring program determines that constituent concentrations in 
downgradient wells are significantly higher than constituent concentrations observed in 
background wells then the CCR program automatically progresses into an assessment 
monitoring program.  Within 90 days, the above EDA process and statistical comparison 
testing methods will occur using Appendix IV constituents to determine site compliance. 
 
If no constituents of concern listed in Appendix IV exceed groundwater protection 
standard (40 CFR § 257.95(h)) then the CCR CSM will maintain a characterization 
status and the CSM will be updated on an iterative basis (e.g. annually).  If one or more 
constituents of concern (Appendix IV) are detected at statistically significant levels 
above the groundwater protection standard (40 CFR § 257.95(h)) then the CCR CSM 
will segue into the Design stage within 90 days (assessment of corrective measures).  If 
implemented correctly, the Characterization CSM stage should immediately inform 
requirements set forth for assessment of corrective measures (40 CFR § 257.95(g)), 
including characterizing nature and extent and target locations for additional well 
installation(s).   
 



 
Design CCR CSM Stage 
 
The design Stage is critical to meet the criteria set forth in § 257.96 (assessment of 
corrective measures).  Therefore, a relevant question to ask at this stage might be:  
 
What corrective measures are necessary to mitigate any future groundwater impact and 
attenuate current groundwater impact? 
 
The goal for the Design stage is to establish a conceptual framework for selecting a 
remedy (40 CFR § 257.97).  At this Stage, the CCR CSM can inform engineering design 
specifications, relative costs, and potential risks.   
 
The Design CSM captures key design considerations, including site parameters, 
subsurface characteristics (geology, lithology, hydrogeology, constituent distributions, 
etc.) and fate and transport.  These considerations help inform design scenario 
development as they relate to radii of influence, tracer testing, or geochemical influence, 
for example.  If leveraged properly, most of these considerations are already part of the 
CCR CSM, which will help enable the 90 day transition period for implementing 
corrective actions.     
 
The following data processing method(s) can assist in selecting and designing a remedy 
set forth in 40 CFR § 257.96 and 40 CFR § 257.97.  A multidisciplinary project team 
consisting of engineers, hydrogeologists, geologists, statisticians, and geostatisticians 
should facilitate CCR CSM interpretation and input to decide a defensible remedy 
selection.   
 



 
 
A hydrogeologist, engineer, geostatistician and/or statistician can provide consultation 
for method selection and appropriateness, including methods not listed above.   
 

Developing 
Answers for 
Remedy Selection 
and Design

• Spatial data integration - integrate site topography, 
geology, hydrogeology, surface hydrology, CCR 
operational and maintenance infrastructures, aerial 
imagery, constituent concentrations, lithology, 
groundwater elevation and other relevant spatial data 
into a geographic information system to help 
conceptualize point exposure risks, potential data gaps, 
and fate and transport.

• Numeric groundwater modeling - model plume 
dynamics and fate and transport scenarios using site-
specific hydrologic, geologic, land use, and 
meteorological parameters.  Scenarios should cater to 
specific engineering design questions and needs.  See 
Figure 12.

• Identify and quantify uncertainty - map uncertainty in 
interpolated groundwater elevation, lithology, and /or 
constituent concentrations.  This method will help target 
data gaps and design uncertainty.  See Figure 13.

• Cost curves - cost curves generate minimum, 
maximum and likely mass scenarios based on statistical 
uncertainty in the sampled data.  These scenarios can 
inform engineering cost and risk.  See Figure 13. 

• Risk mapping - map the probability that an unsampled 
location within the groundwater plume will exceed the 
groundwater protection standard.   Localize, or target, 
specific areas of focus to optimize engineering 
effectiveness.  See Figure 13.

• Spatial moment analysis - calculate zeroth moment 
(mass), first moment (center of mass) and second 
moment (spread of mass) to establish design 
performance benchmarks.  Geostatistical mapping 
techniques are suggested to quantify benchmark 
uncertainty.  See Figure 14.



Engineering designs can take advantage of numeric modeling to test different design 
scenarios and develop system installation and performance.2    A numeric groundwater 
model starts with the Characterization CSM stage by incorporating site-specific 
information for model parameter input including, but not limited to, hydrogeology, 
thicknesses, hydraulic conductivities, constituent concentration distributions, porosities 
and effective porosities (Figure 13).   The numeric model should inform several 
engineering design scenarios that reflect different well placements and pumping rates, 
for example.     

Figure 12:  Site-specific information generated during the Characterization CSM stage 
(left) is used as a framework and parameter input for numerical process modeling (right) 
during the Design CSM stage.   

Figure 13:  Identification and quantification of uncertainty (left).  Scale represents the 
probability of a location exceeding a groundwater protection standard.  There is higher 
uncertainty where there is a 50/50 chance of exceedance, which is near the plume 
boundary and localized areas where there are spatial anomalies.   

The associated risk curve (right) indicates the probable concentration mass above 
groundwater protection standard.  The curve provides best-case, worst-case and likely-
case scenarios based on uncertainty in the data.  These scenarios can be used for 
developing engineering designs and costs. 



Uncertainty is important for understanding the success of a design particularly as it 
relates to identifying critical data gaps, calculating mass, and/or selecting strategic 
locations for recovery well placement, for example.  Figure 14 illustrates this concept.       

It is also important to establish benchmarks for performance-based designs.  
Benchmarks can include concentration ranges, mass estimates and spatial dimensions.  
Spatial moment analysis is one approach for establishing benchmarks and include the 
zeroth moment (mass), first moment (center of mass), and second  moment (mass 
distribution) (Figure 15).  Spatial moments are calculated iteratively over time to assess 
design effectiveness, which segues into the next CCR CSM stage. 
 
Remediation/Mitigation CCR 
CSM Stage 
 
The remediation/mitigation 
Stage is critical to meet the 
criteria set forth in 40 CFR § 
257.98 (implementation of the 
corrective action program).  
Therefore, a relevant question 
to ask at this Stage might be:  
 
How effective is the corrective 
action in remediating 
groundwater impact? 
 
The goal for the 
Remediation/Mitigation CSM 
stage is to establish lines of 
evidence that measure the 
effectiveness of the corrective action.  At this stage, the CCR CSM can help the project 
team understand remediation effectiveness, remediation timelines, potential for 
optimization, and cost.   
 
The following data processing method(s) can assist in determining the overall 
effectiveness of a corrective action and predicting remediation timelines.   
 
 
 

Figure 14:  Illustrating zeroth (top) and second 
(bottom) spatial moments over time.  An effective 
design will show a decrease in both over time.  



 
At this stage the CCR CSM is revisiting data processing methods implemented earlier in 
the project. The objectives at this stage are to ensure remedy effectiveness, optimize 
remedial design parameters and sampling frequency, and generate lines of evidence 
illustrating Rule compliance.   

CONCLUSION 

The CCR CSM consists of both technical and non-technical components.  Both are 
necessary to defensibly answer the $64,000 question surrounding groundwater 
monitoring and corrective action.  If leveraged effectively, the CCR CSM can serve as a 
project’s primary planning and decision making tool to maximize resource efficiency, 
optimize technical effectiveness, streamline 90-day implementation periods, and 
minimize cost throughout the life of the CCR project. The CCR CSM can also help 
identify and manage site compliance, uncertainty, and risk.   
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Developing 
Answers for 
Remediation 
Compliance

• Time series trend testing - test for statistically 
significant attenuations in constituent concentrations 
over time.   

• Spatial moment analysis - calculate the zeroth moment 
(mass), first moment (center of mass) and second 
moment (spread of mass) over time and compare to 
benchmark to assess remediation effectiveness.  
Geostatistical mapping techniques are suggested to 
quantify uncertainty in statistical moments.  See Figure 
14.  

• Forecasting - predict the timeline for a constituent to 
meet groundwater protection standards.  Modeling 
techniques include statistical time series prediction 
modeling and groundwater numeric modeling.   

• Statistical comparison testing - determine when 
remediation is complete and groundwater concentrations 
are considered below groundwater protection standards.


